
"Our bottle wasn't created for the market.
 Our bottle was created because it was
needed in our clinic and the results were so
good we brought it to the market." - Nuno

CELLPOWER BOTTLE
VS. OTHER HYDROGEN

BOTTLES

Does Your bottle have…
Cellpower bottle Other Hydrogen Bottles

 Advanced low-voltage
electrolysis that does not

alter the pH 

A meticulously crafted
magnet in the bottle base

mimics Earth’s magnetic field

Optimal Hydrogen Concentration:
Supported by clinical evidence as

essential for promoting health
and well-being.

The bottle is crafted for durability
and longevity, designed to last a
minimum of 7 years with proper

care, backed by a 2-year warranty.

The rise of hydrogen water has been remarkable in

recent years, generating significant excitement! Now,

it’s crucial to discern and understand the nuances.

When considering a hydrogen water bottle, several

key factors come into play:

 • Origin and production source

 • Authenticity and originality of the product

 • Quality of materials used

 • Unique features of the Cell Power 

   hydrogen water bottle

 • Testimonials and user experiences

It’s essential to be discerning when purchasing a

hydrogen water bottle. Many inexpensive

options lack the quality materials necessary for

producing high-quality water. Remember,

cheaper doesn’t always mean better, and

compromises are often made.

Furthermore, not all bottles and labels on the

market can be trusted. Some are merely paid

advertisements without genuine substance.

Nuno has been deeply involved in hydrogen

bottles for a decade, driven by the genuine

need for optimal water quality and the well-

being of clients. His extensive experience

underscores the commitment to delivering

tangible benefits to human health, not solely for

commercial purposes, but for the genuine

improvement of individuals’ lives.



Cellpower bottle Other Hydrogen Bottles

Our production prioritizes eco-friendly
materials and processes. Our products are

BPA-free, utilizing medical-grade Tritan
instead of easily breakable glass.

PEM membrane preventing harmful
byproducts from leaking into your drinking
water by using separate chambers and an

airway design to release the unwanted
byproducts

Featuring a PEM membrane capable of
withstanding water temperatures up to 100
degrees Celsius, enabling versatile use for

brewing tea or coffee.

Authentic testimonials sourced directly
from real clients at our clinic, free from

any paid endorsements.

Leak-proof and resistant to water
damage. Engineered to prevent

leaks and withstand water damage.

Chromotherapy function
offering seven distinct colors.

Frequencies in the lid. Lumi Vitae -
Replicates the frequencies of the

sun that produces photosynthesis
in plants.  

Personalized customer
support from real individuals

No external investors.
Network & Financial Growth

Opportunities

It's commendable to take the time to carefully consider your options. 

Making an informed decision is crucial when selecting the right product

for your needs. 

In comparing Lumivitae CellPower bottles with other options, the focus

extends beyond immediate benefits to include the long-term value. 

Lumivitae CellPower bottles not only stand out for their superior quality

and innovative features but also offer an opportunity for refinancing

through a unique network marketing approach. Opting for Lumivitae

means investing in a revolutionary product that opens up chances to

join a growing community and business opportunity. 

Additionally, the assurance of having a personal contact person for any

inquiries or support underscores our commitment to not just delivering a

product, but fostering a relationship with our customers.

Don't just take our word for it - see what real users have to say! 

Visit our Facebook page 

https://www.facebook.com/groups/340530475365515/

for authentic testimonials from individuals just like you who have experienced the

benefits of the LumiVitae CellPower Hydrogen Water Bottle firsthand. Real

feedback from real people, making real changes.

Thank you for exploring the world of enhanced hydration with us. Together, we're

not just drinking water; we're embracing a lifestyle of health, vitality, and

community. Best regards, and here's to your journey towards a brighter, well-

hydrated future with LumiVitae.

https://www.facebook.com/groups/340530475365515/

